
SIDE B (INNER)
COTTON LINER

MASK FILTER INSERTS
WARNING: ENSURE MASKS ARE PREWASHED BEFORE USE 

WASH OR SANITISE HANDS PRIOR TO INSERTING MASK FILTER.

FILTER INSERT
(OPENING)

Adjustable
Ear Straps

SIDE A (OUTER)
GRAPHIC

Nose Wire

STEP 2:
Position �ngers
within mask

STEP 3:
From inside inverted mask centre 
�ngers on seam and nose wire

STEP 4:
Place and pinch �lter
inbetween fore�nger & thumb

Ready for inverting mask
back to right side

STEP 1.
Invert mask

STEP 5:
Firmly hold onto �lter
pullover from opening

Turning mask to
right side out over �lter

STEP 6:
Still pinching
�lter down

Fix any creases from opening
�atten corners for best coverage

STEP 7:
Ready to wear mask



FACE MASK - USAGE GUIDE

WASH BEFORE USE
Wash before first use. 
Launder masks daily. 
Always remove filter before
washing. 

WASH YOUR HANDS

Always wash your hands with
soap and warm water for at 
least 20-seconds before and 
after handling the mask.
  

STEP 1
Change the filter after 
one day use. 

STEP 2
Discard filter immediately
after removing it from mask.
Do not leave �lter lying 
around. 

REMOVE FILTER

At intervals when no need for mask, with sanitised hands
fold mask for later use protecting inner lining.

STEP 1
Only touching the ear straps, unhook �rst ear then next. 

Never touch the mask as you risk contaminating yourself.
Keep hands o� face, wash hands after every removal. 

FITTING MASK REMOVING MASK

STEP 2
Starting from left or right ear. Place ear strap over ear, one
at a time. Position mask to cover nose and mouth �ttingly.

STEP 1
Cotton lining side facing you.

*Right ear to left ear

STEP 3
Pinch the shapeable aluminium nose wire to help
form a better seal under the eyes and around nose bridge.

TOP
Nose wire

BOTTOM
Filter Opening
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